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About This Game

Swapper Tiles is a first person puzzle game where you play as a robot trapped in a cage with only one way to escape. You must
complete all challenges set by your captors. The challenges include complete puzzles by swapping them to create a path between
them. This game includes the levels needed to escape the cage as well as a level generator to creating your own levels. You can

customise the colour of the three parts of the tiles: connector, center and the back. If you have any feedback, please email me so
i can try to change the game to make it better. A demo is available on the game website.
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Awesome trippy visuals, an extremely appreciable respect for the kinetic feeling of the space conveyed through physics.. Pros:

+You can date female characters and even have poly relationships if you're into these things.
+The dialogue wasn't tiresome. I have played some visual novels that have heavy dialogue that bores you after a while.

Cons:

-The characterization is actually rather poor mainly because you actually barely get to spend any time with the characters. I wish
there were maybe fewer characters so that you could spend more time with each one of them
-The crafting is generally alright, however the final quests are a bit too hard, even on easy mode. It is way too difficult to raise
the stats to the required level. I think they should have made it a bit easier.
-There is actually very little romance. I felt that this was more of a game about friends than about romance.

Overall, I was disappointed and I expected more. It's not a terrible game, but I felt like they wasted its potential. The idea of the
crafting mini game was interesting but the execution was rather mediocre.

. Great Route. The only problem with it is one, only one, of the locos. The pannier is just like the RLIT50's pannier, apart from
the fact it has manageable brakes. It guzzles coal and water and eats through pressure like no man's business. It is difficult to
find the correct reverser setting and, as before, eats through pressure even at 100% reg, 10% reverser at 20MPH. I do not know
whether this is realistic or not, but it does not help me in my quest for a decent 57XX pannier locomotive. It irritates me as this
little niggle is the only real downside to this beautiful route. Everything else is amazing; the scenery is perfect, the other locos
amazing, especially the Hall. The coaches are perfect and it now means I have all liveries of Mk1 coaching stock. Because of
this niggle, it recieves a 7\/10 from me.. Very fun game, a lot of features. nice:). I Highly Recommend Playing This Game Its So
Fun 10\/10 Excellent Game!. All ye Mac peasants! I am one of you who games on mac! Take heed! This game is unkind to
those that play zombie mode! Hark! All ye who may have macbooks that can't run this game on medium or low settings, forgo
this game, tis a pity to play on weak hardware together with our small breed of gamers of House Apple!. Second in the series,
you get pulled back into the Lost Lands to face four mystical and dark horsemen. Seems you have been marked as the Chosen
One.

The plot is engaging, the HO scenes fun, and the minigames challenging. Get in the bundle.
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This game is hard to review. On the one hand, I can see certain people enjoying it. The game is reasonably well made, it's a neat
concept, and if you like simple point and click puzzle adventure, you might enjoy this. I didn't enjoy it as much as I expected
mainly due to hating some of the characters (not because of the game, but because I hate those sorts of characters wherever they
show up. Pointless romance that makes supposedly smart people brainless irritates me anywhere). There were some times when
the puzzles were simply frustrating and I had to resort to a guide to figure out what obscure thing I should do, but that's a
common failing of puzzle games. Overall, the game is good. If you want a simple, silly story, this game might be fun for you.. I
support this game and early access games from people with an idea. For the price its good and is getting better; I'm interested
where it goes from here.. Really loved the writing in this one!. No two player controller layout for local co-op, you need to play
on the same controller or keyboard. Terrible design, skip.. it is the best loco ever
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